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Fintech Product Manager 
Responsibilities

You are the customers’ and the users’ voice within our company
You lead discovery efforts to deeply understand the industry and different
segments of the market
You take end-to-end ownership in tackling integration topics with external
services (e-signatures, KYC,…), core-banking systems etc.
You uncover the market’s greatest pain points and turn them into scalable
product solutions
You can work independently and are comfortable taking complete
ownership of end to end feature delivery
You collaborate with engineers and designers to find the best possible
solutions
You use techniques such as prototyping, user research and data analysis to
make decisions
You identify, track and analyse key product success metrics to ensure the
product is achieving company goals

Qualifications

You have 5-7 years of working experience in product management,
business analysis,… and have built products from scratch
You have a good technical understanding of software engineering concepts,
know how to build scalable software solutions and have an good
understanding of how front-end and back-end applications work together in
delivering value
You have experience in product development methodologies from
discovery, to delivering detailed specifications to providing support during
development and product acceptance testing
You are highly analytical, love technology and love problem-solving
You allocate resources on the highest value opportunities and can back up
your decisions with data
You know how to communicate ideas and opinions effectively, and you can
navigate and align multiple stakeholders. You feel confident in having
technical conversations with engineering team members
You get an enormous amount of energy and motivation of taking ownership
and transforming your ideas into actual projects
You know how to discover the right problems to focus on and how to
validate the possible solutions
You are fluent in English, both written and spoken, and you are able to
adapt your communication style to work well with people from around the
world who may not share your native language
You have experience working in a relevant industry (financial services) and
thrive in a startup environment

Hiring organization
Oper Credits

Oper gives the paper-based
mortgage industry access to a
digital future. Its white-labeled
product allows lenders and brokers
to digitize the mortgage process
from contact to contract while
increasing conversion and lowering
the cost of a transaction.

The company today is active in
DACH and Benelux supporting
multiple leading mortgage providers.
Using new EU regulations they
enable one-click mortgages for the
European market.

The company is backed by leading
B2B SaaS investors.

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Remote work from: Zurich,
Switzerland

Date posted
November 9, 2022
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